**GREEN LANE PARK Trail Information**

**DESCRIPTIONS**

**BLUE TRAIL** – 4 miles • natural surface • EASY to DIFFICULT (a ½-mile section between Hill Road and the Hill Road Day Use entrance road is considered DIFFICULT and is recommended only for experienced trail users) • located along part of the reservoir’s western boundary • connects to Red Trail and Perkiomen Trail • marked in blue

**GREEN LANE CONNECTOR TRAIL** – 1.5 miles • natural and paved surfaces • EASY with one steep (paved) hill • wide, multiuse trail • connects Perkiomen Trail with Red Trail • provides access to Hemlock Point Trail | marked by signs

**HEMLOCK POINT TRAIL** – 2 miles • natural surface • EASY to MODERATE • runs along the park’s southeast edge • shares a ½-mile section (same trail) with Green Lane Connector Trail • connects to Red Trail • equestrians and bikers prohibited on section directly along the reservoir • marked in green

**HONEYuckle TRAIL** – 1.5 miles • natural surface • MODERATE • located close to lake edge directly below Red Trail • connects to Red Trail • marked in yellow

**ORANGE TRAIL** – 2.5-mile loop • natural surface • MODERATE • located close to lake edge directly below Red Trail • connects to Red Trail • marked in orange

**PERKIOMEN TRAIL** – 4 miles in Green Lane Park • natural surface • EASY • popular multiuse trail • begins or ends in Green Lane Park • provides 20 miles to visitors by connecting with regional Schuylkill River Trail in Oaks • connects to Green Lane Connector Trail, Blue Trail, and Orange Trail • marked by signs

**RED TRAIL** – 5 miles • natural surface • EASY to MODERATE • generally follows part of the reservoir’s eastern edge • connects to Blue Trail and Green Lane Connector Trail • marked in red

*All trail use is at your own risk. All trails are marked in the color/signs they are designated in each description.*

**LEVELS**

- **EASY** – Level terrain for easy walking or biking • little or no grade difference • usually a wider trail
- **MODERATE** – Some uneven terrain with loose rocks • may include boulders and fallen trees • may include some sections with steep grades and more narrow trail
- **DIFFICULT** – Recommended only for experienced trail users • narrow trails • uneven terrain and steep grades • boulder fields and possible fallen trees